
Burger King panders to LGBT pushers with new “Pride Whopper” that celebrates
“equal love” (which sounds like a call for pedophilia)

Description

AUSTRIA: Are you ready for the new homosexual and transgender burger from Burger King? If 
you live in Austria, that is what the fast-food chain is now serving in celebration of Pride month.

According to reports, Burger King Austria just unveiled the “Pride Whopper,” which instead of coming
with a normal top and bottom bun now comes with either two tops or two bottoms of the same shape.

Customers will have the option to choose the “gay” or “lesbian” option when ordering, or perhaps they
can “trans” it up by nixing the buns entirely and slapping on more lettuce or some other queer
ingredient that would not normally hold the sandwich together.

In an attempt at appealing and pandering to the LGBT mafia, Burger King Austria says ordering its
Pride Whopper is a great way to “be proud” while promoting “equal love and equal rights.”

The term equal love, by the way, appears to be a dog whistle to pedophilia (Related: Burger King also
sells genetically engineered (GMO) “Impossible” burgers that damage customers’ endocrine systems).

LGBT Pride is a blatant mockery of God and Christianity

Last June, as some readers may recall, Burger King went all out for Pride by promising to donate 40
cents from every Ch’King sandwich purchase to the so-called Human Rights Campaign (HRC), which
is currently the largest LGBT activist group in the world.

Two years ago, Burger King Finland created a pro-homosexual ad featuring the fast-food chain’s
longtime official “mascot” locking lips with Ronald McDonald, the well-known McDonald’s mascot.

This year, Burger King Spain has gone all out by creating a blasphemous Holy Week ad campaign that
mocked Jesus Christ’s words at the Last Supper. The chain ended up apologizing for this one because
of how extreme it was.
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It turns out that the selection of June as the LGBT mafia’s official Pride month was no accident, as
June has long been the Catholic tradition’s month to celebrate the Sacred Heart of Jesus.

Pride activists appear to have chosen June specifically as a way to mock the religious faith while
parading around debauchery. The official Pride icon of the six-colored “rainbow” (the real rainbow has
seven colors, which is God’s number for “fullness” or “completeness”) is also not an accident as it
directly mocks God’s promise to never flood the entire world again.

God will, however, judge the entire world with fire this next time around.

“The woke religion marches on,” wrote someone at Life Site News, expressing total disgust with Burger
King. “Good thing I don’t subject myself to their garbage.”

“I learned long ago to buy beef (regular or lean), form into good size patties (with nothing added),
freeze on a tray or plate (to avoid sticking together), then double bag (prevents frost buildup inside the
patty) them in zip lock bags, and cook from frozen in a covered frying pan 15 min medium heat first
side, then 15 min medium-low heat on the other size, after a good press down to get rid of any excess
moisture buildup inside the patty. Then add salt, pepper to the burger and condiments (mayo, mustard)
on a toasted bagel. Yum!”

Another joked that homosexual pride is an all-year thing at Burger King because eating there during
any month “will destroy your colon and probably give you diseases.”

Someone else wrote that by deliberately using the wrong buns in celebration of Pride, Burger King is
basically admitting that LGBT lifestyles and activities are completely unnatural and represent
perversion in every sense of the word.
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